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Discover ValveEx – Turbine valve exchange
ValveEx – Plug-in Exchange Solution
Our service product ValveEx increases power plant availability and reliability by transforming valve life decisions into an
adaptable asset management strategy.

Gas turbine
Outage time reduction
for valve overhaul

Please enjoy our interactive presentation and contact us to
get further information.

up to

66% *

Higher availability
Reduced on-site standard revision time
by plug-in exchange solution

EHS

Steam turbine
Outage time reduction
for valve overhaul

Reduced EHS-related risk due to less
on-site scope

up to

50%

**

More predictable outage
duration
Reduced unplanned findings & outage
costs – No express surcharges
Optimize your outage

Increased value through flexibility & higher availability
*related to standard valve on-site revision of SGT-8000H
**related to standard valve on-site revision of SST-5000
Product offering also available for other frames.

Swap your power plant equipment for
higher availability and reliability
ValveEx started as an exchange concept for fuel gas valves during an
outage on Siemens Energy gas turbine and turned into an integrated
service solution for gas turbine and steam turbine valves.
An outage is the best time for implementation of a new service solution.
New or refurbished components, according to our latest standards /
recommendations, are put into operation during an outage, while your

Rethink

equipment is sent to a Siemens Energy workshop to be overhauled.

ValveEx – Plug-in
Exchange Solution

This proactive program approach can eliminate Environmental Health &
Safety (EHS) risk by reducing on site personnel and increases plant
availability by eliminating the risk for unexpected findings during an
outage.

Recalculate
ValveEx – Scheduled
outage time savings
It is all about

Budget

is tight

Avoid unexpected findings and
unplanned cost
Reduce outage duration with
optimized planning and spare parts
management

Plug-in
exchange solution

Availability
Reduce on-site standard valve revision
time
Avoid potential for extended outages
Increase your revenue by being back
to the grid faster

Minimize potential for delays
Minimize potential for unexpected findings
Minimize potential for EHS risk

ValveEx – Scope of
work

Plug-in
exchange solution

Help me with my

No surprises

Replan

EHS

Reconsider
ValveEx – References

Less on-site scope
Check of EHS relevant
components

Combine
Plug-in
exchange solution

Plug-in
exchange solution

Further swap
solutions

Rethink!
Plug-in exchange solution to improve availability and
minimize potential for unexpected findings.
Regular service is required for smooth and reliable operation of
all components in a power plant.
Our product service lifecycle describes the stages a valve goes
through, from disassembly to reassembly on-site.
Once the outage has started, we replace the components with
new or refurbished ones and ship the disassembled components directly to our Siemens Energy workshops for overhaul.

How does it work?

In the workshop the complete overhaul with all checks is
carried out, which was previously performed on site.
Afterwards the components are technically ready for the next
exchange.
The refurbished components will be stored for the next outage.
Rethink your service to enhance your availability.
Once the outage has started, we replace the
components with new or refurbished ones and
ship the disassembled components directly to our
Siemens Energy workshops for overhaul.

In the workshop the complete overhaul with
all checks is carried out, which was previously
performed on-site.

Afterwards the components are technically
ready for the next exchange. The refurbished
components will be stored for the next outage.
Rethink your service to enhance your availability.
It is also feasible to take advantage of a pooling
concept with serval components.
For further Information, please contact your
Siemens Energy Program Manager.

Recalculate!
ValveEx – Plug-in Exchange Solution
Nothing is more persuative than figures. See for yourself what
it means when you choose ValveEx.

for Gas turbines

for Steam turbines

Gas turbine valve exchange

From

10

5

Our comparison method
The comparison is based on Siemens Energy
standard calculations for a SGT-8000H Gas
Turbine and a SST-5000 Steam Turbine.
It shows that ValveEx can significantly reduce the
on-site overhaul time of valves by sending new or
refurbished valves to site. All functional tests and
required operational adjustments of the valves
have already been completed and documented,
which considerably minimizes the scope on-site.

20

15

It can pay off in every respect – from emissions, energy consumption, availability and reliability to reduced costs and
maintenance-related downtime. Recalculate your service to
maximize your availability.

18
days

up to minus

66%

If you want to take advantage of benefits of our
plug-in exchange concept, please do not hesitate to contact your respective Siemens Energy
Program Manager. We will check the installed
components in your fleet for any upgrade options
and calculate an individual offer for you that best
suits your needs.

From

6

days
working
days

GT on site
GT on site time
time for valve for valve overhaul
overhaul
with ValveEx
*The overall outage duration may not change and
depends on the respective contract.

Replan!
ValveEx – Plug-in Exchange Solution
Would you like to save outage time and reduce potential outage
extensions during your next outage?
You can rely on ValveEx – our Plug-in Exchange Solution.
We provide everything from a single source – from an initial ROI

What

estimate to the feasibility study to project execution; and from
providing all components to installation, assembly, and
commissioning, including documentation and service by our
Field Service Experts. Replan your service to maximize
availability and reliability.

What

Who

Scope of supply

Field service team

Gas Turbine

Valve overhaul process

High-/ Low Pressure Fuel Gas Valves
Electrohydraulic Converter (EHC)
Actuators
Lifting- and Turning Device
Blow off Flaps
HCO Base Modul

Siemens Energy brings its most advanced technologies for
auxiliaries and control equipment maintenance under one roof.
Inhouse workshops play a major role by taking this work off the
critical time path and preparing them before the on-site works
starts.

Disassembly

Fact Finding

Our inhouse workshops are ISO 9001 certified and our processes
are well developed. We follow a standardized workflow which
contains the following steps:

MSR Portfolio

Repair or replacement
of defect parts
Reassembly
Final adjustments and
settings checks
Functional tests

Documentation

Steam Turbine
Control Valves
Valve Actuators

Steam Turbine extended Scope
HP Barrel Exchange

Reconsider!
ValveEx – Plug-in Exchange Solution
ValveEx is already being used successfully in plants all over the world
with many satisfied customers. Rethink your service to secure your
competitiveness.

Reference Projects
Click the icons on the map to see more information

“

The Valve Exchange Program
(ValveEx) is an integrated service solution so that we can
jointly manage the challenges
(staying in budget, saving
time, improving availability)
of our customers’ complete
value chain everywhere.
Vinod Philip, Chief Technology Officer

References

Field Service

for successful
projects,
worldwide

Locations,
worldwide

Combining swap solutions
ValveEx and other components – Plug-in Exchange Solutions
Combined ValveEx and other swap solutions can deliver
increased power plant availability and reliability.
Customers can benefit even more from improved cash flow,

Rotor Exchange Program

ROTEX – Plug-in Exchange Solutions

Customers can benefit from improved cash flow, cost reduction and
continued modernization when providing us with the flexibility of
effectively managing their rotors.
At each outage, a just-in-time Siemens Energy qualified rotor according
to Siemens Energy‘s latest standards / recommendations is put into
operation, while your existing rotor is sent to a Siemens Energy facility
to be updated and included in the rotor pool.
This proactive program can eliminate the rotor as a life-limiting component and enhance your possibility to optimize your assets with latest
technology.
For further information please see: siemens-energy.com/rotex

cost reduction and continued modernization when entrusting us
with the management of their major components, e.g. valves,
combustion chamber, turbine vane carrier.

ROTEX

Steam
Turbine
HP Barrel

Gen Seed
Rotor

BEX
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